Background: Agitation is a prevalent and difficult-to-treat symptom of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The endocannabinoid system (ECS) has been a target of interest for the treatment of agitation. However, ECS signaling may interact with AD-related changes in brain cholesterol metabolism. Elevated brain cholesterol, reflected by reduced serum 24-S-hydroxycholesterol (24S-OHC), is associated with reduced membrane fluidity, preventing ligand binding to cannabinoid receptor 1. Objective: To assess whether 24S-OHC was associated with agitation severity and response to nabilone. Methods: 24S-OHC was collected from AD patients enrolled in a clinical trial on nabilone at the start and end of each phase. This allowed for the cross-sectional and longitudinal investigation between 24S-OHC and agitation (Cohen Mansfield Agitation Inventory, CMAI). Post-hoc analyses included adjustments for baseline standardized Mini-Mental Status Exam (sMMSE), and analyses with CMAI subtotals consistent with the International Psychogeriatric Association (IPA) definition for agitation (physical aggression and nonaggression, and verbal aggression). Results: 24S-OHC was not associated with CMAI scores cross-sectionally or longitudinally, before and after adjusting for baseline sMMSE. However, 24S-OHC was associated with greater CMAI IPA scores at baseline (F(1,36) = 4.95, p = 0.03). In the placebo phase only, lower 24S-OHC at baseline was associated with increases in CMAI IPA scores (b = -35.2, 95%CI -65.6 to -5.0, p = 0.02), and decreases in 24S-OHC were associated with increases in CMAI IPA scores (b = -20.94, 95%CI -57.9 to -4.01, p = 0.03). Conclusion: 24S-OHC was associated with agitation severity cross-sectionally, and longitudinally in patients with AD. However, 24S-OHC did not predict treatment response, and does not change over time with nabilone.
INTRODUCTION
Agitation is one of the most prevalent and difficult-to-treat neuropsychiatric symptoms (NPS) of Alzheimer's disease (AD) and is more likely to occur in the more advanced stages of the disease [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Its presence is associated with faster progression to severe AD, increased likelihood of death, decreases in quality of life, and increases in caregiver burden and rates of institutionalization [8] [9] [10] [11] . Current recommendations for the management of agitation include the judicious use of atypical antipsychotics which have modest efficacy and harmful side-effects, such as increased mortality, Parkinsonism, and adverse cerebrovascular events [12] [13] [14] . As such, identifying safer and more effective pharmacotherapies for the treatment of agitation in AD is a priority. One major difficulty in reaching this objective is the lack of biomarkers available for agitation in AD patients. These biomarkers would be particularly useful if they could identify patients for a specific pharmacotherapy, or monitor treatment response. Identifying a biomarker of agitation, and finding alternative treatments which are both effective and safe for the management of agitation in AD are therefore an important research focus. Abnormal brain cholesterol metabolism, which reflects pathological processes, has been investigated and implicated in AD pathophysiology [15] [16] [17] . 24S-hydroxycholesterol (24S-OHC) is enzymatically oxidized in the brain from cholesterol by cytochrome P450 46A1 (CYP46A1) [18] . As 24S-OHC is the only cholesterol metabolite able to effectively pass the blood-brain barrier, it can be measured in the periphery and reflects 90% of cholesterol levels in the brain [19, 20] . However, its relationship with pathological aging is complicated. In healthy aging and in the early stages of cognitive impairment, 24S-OHC levels in the periphery are proportional to cholesterol levels in the brain. During pathological aging and in the severe stages of AD, there is a reduction in the production of 24S-OHC due to neuronal cell death and the inability to produce CYP46A1 [21, 22] . These pathological changes result in an inverse relationship between 24S-OHC levels in the periphery and cholesterol levels in the brain. High brain cholesterol levels reduce membrane fluidity [23] , which may have implications for pharmacotherapy.
One example of an endogenous neurotransmitter system impacted by changes in membrane fluidity is the endocannabinoid system (ECS), which has been associated with NPS such as agitation and anxiety in animal models [24] [25] [26] . Specifically, elevated brain cholesterol levels reduce the efficacy at which cannabinoids (CB) bind to CB receptor 1 [21, 27, 28] , a key component of the ECS, resulting in attenuation of ECS signaling. Elevated cholesterol levels in the brain, which can be quantified by reduced 24S-OHC levels in the periphery, might be potentially useful as a biomarker to reflect the occurrence and/or severity of agitation in patients with moderateto-severe AD by modulating the ECS.
24S-OHC may also be relevant to treatment. Targeting the ECS exogenously with CBs such as nabilone, a partial agonist at CB1/2, has gained interest as a method to treat agitation. In a singlecase study with nabilone, Passmore (2008) reported an improvement in agitation over 6 weeks [29] . However, that study was significantly underpowered as this was an N of 1 study. Our group recently completed the first placebo-controlled, double-blind randomized controlled trial with nabilone for agitation in 38 patients with moderate-to-severe AD patients. That study reported that nabilone significantly improved agitation, overall NPS, and cognition compared to placebo [30] . The reported efficacy of nabilone on agitation may be the result of its biological effects on brain cholesterol metabolism. Specifically, in vitro studies have demonstrated that activation of the CB receptors have anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant effects [31, 32] , which may in turn alter CYP46A1 activity. Therefore, nabilone may be able to improve agitation through a reduction of brain cholesterol levels by increasing the production of 24S-OHC due to altered CYP46A1 activity.
The goals of this study were to investigate the cross-sectional and longitudinal relationship between 24S-OHC and agitation. 24S-OHC samples were collected from a clinical trial investigating the safety and efficacy of nabilone for agitation in patients with AD. The associations between baseline 24S-OHC and changes in agitation severity in nabilone versus placebo, and between changes in 24S-OHC and changes in agitation severity in nabilone versus placebo, allowed us to investigate whether 24S-OHC could predict response to nabilone, and whether nabilone could affect brain cholesterol metabolism.
METHODS
Samples were collected from a clinical trial investigating the safety and efficacy of nabilone in agitated patients with moderate-to-severe AD (NCT02351882). This was a 14-week randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled cross-over trial comparing 6 weeks of nabilone (1-2 mg) to 6 weeks of matched placebo, with a 1-week washout between treatment phases. This study was approved by the Research Ethics Board at Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre and a No Objection Letter was issued by Health Canada. Study procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the International Conference on Harmonisation Consolidated Guidelines on Good Clinical Practice.
Study patients
Patients who met The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-5) criteria for major neurocognitive disorder (NCD) due to AD, and patients with both major NCD due to AD and major vascular NCD (e.g., mixed AD and cerebrovascular disease), who scored 24 or less on the standardized Mini-Mental Status Exam (sMMSE) and who had clinically significant agitation (Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI)agitation/aggression subscore ≥3), were recruited from Sunnybrook's long term care veterans' center or outpatient psychiatry clinics in the Greater Toronto Area (Ontario, Canada). Eligible participants also had to be greater than 55 years of age, and if treated with a psychotropic or cognitive-enhancing medication, the dosage had to be stable for a minimum of 1 and 3 months, respectively. Patients were excluded if they had a contraindication or history of hypersensitivity to any cannabinoid, uncontrolled cardiovascular disease, or presence or history of other psychiatric or neurological conditions.
Study design Schedule
Assessments were conducted on the following weeks: -1 (screening), 0 (baseline, start of treatment 1), 2, 4, 6 (assessment was conducted within first three days; start of placebo washout), 8 (start of treatment 2), 10, 12, 14 (final assessment), and 15 (safety follow-up).
Study intervention
Enrolled participants started with one week of placebo run-in (week -1). During week 0, 0.25 mg doses (1 capsule) were given before bedtime for the first three nights, then 1 capsule (0.25 mg each or placebo) BID for four days. Participants were then given 1 capsule (0.5 mg total or placebo) daily dur-ing week 1. Study dose was increased to 1 capsule BID (1 mg total or placebo) during week 2. During weeks 3 and 4, the dose was increased to a maximum of 2 capsules BID (2 mg/d total or placebo) or decreased based on tolerability. This dose was maintained until down-titration in week 6. Following the first three days of week 6, there was a taper phase for the remaining 4 days in order to reduce the risk of potential withdrawal effects of active treatment.
Assessments
Agitation was assessed using the Cohen Mansfield Agitation Inventory (CMAI), a 29-point scale that measures agitation in two dimensions, verbal and physical, each of which have two poles, aggressive and non-aggressive [33] . Higher scores on the CMAI reflect greater severity of agitation.
Analysis of 24S-OHC
24S-OHC was collected from serum at four time points; the start and end of each treatment phase, and were frozen (-80 • C) immediately and batched for analysis. Serum samples were shipped to the Metabolomics Facility at Washington University School of Medicine (St. Louis, MO) for analysis. Serum 24S-OHC levels were quantified using a highly sensitive 2D-liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) assay that was developed for the quantification of 24S-OHC in human plasma and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [34] .
Statistical analyses

Primary aim
The cross-sectional relationship between BL concentrations of serum 24S-OHC and BL CMAI scores was determined using a linear regression.
Secondary aim
The relationship between BL levels of serum 24S-OHC on CMAI total score over time was determined using a linear mixed model with participants as a random factor and a block size of 8 levels (weeks 0 (BL), 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14). Time and BL biomarker levels were included as fixed factors. The main effects of BL biomarker levels, time and the BL biomarker x time interaction term were computed in the linear mixed model (total: 3 covariates). As we were unable to add treatment group as a fourth covariate due an underpowered sample size, we completed separate linear mixed models in the nabilone phase, and placebo phase.
Exploratory aim
The longitudinal relationship between 24S-OHC and CMAI total score over time was determined using a linear mixed model. Time and biomarker levels were included as fixed factors. The main effects of biomarker levels, time, and the biomarker x time interaction term were computed in the linear mixed model (total: 3 covariates). As previously mentioned in the secondary hypothesis, due to an underpowered sample size, we completed separate linear mixed models in the nabilone phase, and placebo phase to investigate treatment effects.
Post-hoc analyses
1) As 24S-OHC may be sensitive to changes in AD severity, the diagnostic, predictive, and monitoring analyses included baseline sMMSE scores as a covariate.
2) The International Psychogeriatric Association (IPA) has defined agitation in AD as either physical aggression, physical nonaggression, or verbal aggression symptoms that are frequent or persistent for at least two weeks [35] . To measure this, we summed the 3 relevant CMAI subscores (physical aggression + physical nonaggression + verbal aggression) and designated the sum score as CMAI IPA. Higher CMAI IPA scores reflect greater agitation severity.
Power calculation
The sample size of this project was dictated by the sample size for NCT02351882, the study from which we recruited participants. That study investigated the safety and efficacy of nabilone in the treatment of moderate-to-severe patients with AD and aimed to randomize 40 participants. As our primary hypothesis was that levels of 24S-OHC (objective 1) would be correlated with severity of agitation at BL, a mediumto-large effect size would require 29 participants in total for a power of 0.8 and an alpha of 0.05.
RESULTS
Thirty-nine patients were enrolled between September 2015 and December 2017. One participant was discontinued during the placebo run-in (week -1) due to clinically significant delusions, resulting in a study total of 38 participants. Study demographics, medical history, and baseline assessment measures are included in Table 1 . 24S-OHC was collected from all 38 participants at baseline. 24S-OHC from follow- up was available in 34 participants in the nabilone phase, and 35 participants in the placebo phase. As 24S-OHC levels were not normally distributed across the patient group, 24S-OHC was log-transformed for all analyses.
Primary aim
BL 24S-OHC levels were not significantly associated with CMAI total scores at BL, before and after adjusting for BL sMMSE scores. However, lower levels of 24S-OHC at BL were significantly associated with greater CMAI IPA scores at baseline (F(1, 36) = 4.95, p = 0.03) ( Fig. 1) .
Secondary aim
Nabilone phase BL 24S-OHC levels did not predict changes in CMAI total scores over time, before and after adjusting for BL sMMSE scores. BL 24S-OHC levels also did not predict changes in CMAI IPA scores over time.
Placebo phase
Greater 24S-OHC levels at baseline were significantly associated with decreases in CMAI total scores over time (b = -35.2, 95% CI -65.6 to -5.0, p = 0.02). After adjusting for BL MMSE scores, BL 24S-OHC levels did not predict changes in CMAI total scores. BL 24S-OHC levels predicted changes in CMAI IPA scores over time (b = -37.4, 95% CI -65.8 to -9.05, p = 0.01).
Exploratory aim
Nabilone phase
Changes in 24S-OHC levels were not associated with changes in CMAI total scores, before and after adjusting for BL MMSE scores. Changes in 24S-OHC levels were also not associated with changes in CMAI IPA scores over time.
Placebo phase
Increases in 24S-OHC levels trended significance in their association with decreases in CMAI total scores (b = -30.9, 95% CI -62.6 to 0.90, p = 0.06). However, after adjusting for BL MMSE scores, changes in 24S-OHC levels were not associated with CMAI total scores over time. Increases in 24S-OHC levels were significantly associated with decreases in CMAI IPA scores over time (b = -30.94, 95% CI -57.9 to -4.01, p = 0.03).
DISCUSSION
The findings of this study suggest that 24S-OHC may be a marker of agitation severity, and a marker of change in agitation severity in patients with AD. With regards to our longitudinal results, there were no significant findings in the nabilone phase, suggesting that either nabilone does not have a significant effect on brain cholesterol metabolism, or that nabilone is able to stabilize 24S-OHC levels through an alternative biological mechanism. This is the first study to report on the association between 24S-OHC and agitation in patients with AD, and one of few to report on the relationship between 24S-OHC and any NPS. In in vitro studies with human-derived cells, brain cholesterol levels have been linked to elevated dopaminergic [36, 37] and noradrenergic [38] activity, and reduced serotonergic [39] and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) [40] activity. Changes in the activity of these neurotransmitter systems have been associated with increased agitation in patients with dementia in pharmacochallenge, imaging, genetic, and drug-trial studies [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Furthermore, clinical, imaging, and animal model studies have supported interactions between the ECS, a brain signaling pathway involved in the regulation of agitation, and the dopaminergic, noradrenergic, serotonergic, and GABA neurotransmitter systems [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . This suggests that reduced membrane fluidity due to increased cholesterol, may be associated with increased agitation severity due to attenuation of the ECS, which in turn may alter neurotransmitter signaling which further exacerbates agitation. Two studies have investigated the association between 24S-OHC and depression [18, 57] . One study compared plasma 24S-OHC levels between patients with AD, vascular dementia (VaD), depression, and healthy controls [18] , while another study compared plasma 24S-OHC to cholesterol ratio between patients with AD, VaD, mild cognitive impairment, depression, and healthy controls [57] . Of relevance to interpretation, the MMSE scores of the mild cognitive impairment, AD, and VaD groups in both studies were greater than 17, placing patients in the mild-to-moderate stages of dementia severity, as opposed to the more advanced stages included in this study. Both studies reported significantly greater 24S-OHC [18] , and 24S-OHC:cholesterol levels [57] in patients with cognitive impairment compared to patients with depression and healthy controls. Given the level of cognitive severity of these patients, this finding was expected. Both studies also reported comparable 24S-OHC [18] , and 24S-OHC:cholesterol levels [57] between depressed patients and healthy controls. However, since MMSE scores were not significantly different between depressed and healthy control groups, and were significantly lower in the cognitively impaired groups, these findings suggest that brain cholesterol metabolism may be better suited as a marker of cognitive severity than NPS. In contrast, this study included patients in the more severe stages of AD, and therefore 24S-OHC levels may be a marker of clinical characteristics other than cognition, such as agitation, in the more advanced stages of AD.
In our longitudinal analyses, findings in the placebo phase indicated that lower levels of 24S-OHC at BL, and decreases in 24S-OHC from BL to study endpoint were associated with increases in agitation severity. Our lack of findings in the nabilone phase may suggest the potential of nabilone to stabilize 24S-OHC levels and subsequent brain cholesterol levels. Brain cholesterol is metabolized to 24S-OHC through CYP46A1 metabolism. In vitro studies have demonstrated that the expression and activity of this enzyme is influenced by oxidative stress and neuroinflammation, two processes known to be exacerbated with AD pathology [58] [59] [60] [61] . Preclinical and clinical studies with THC have demonstrated its potential benefits on oxidative stress [62, 63] and neuroinflammation [64, 65] through CB1/2. This suggests that nabilone may also have antioxidant and antiinflammatory effects, which in turn may stabilize the production of 24S-OHC through the modulation of CYP46A1 expression and activity. However, this cannot be confirmed due to a lack of evidence reporting on the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties of nabilone. In vitro and preclinical studies investigating the anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant effects of nabilone would be of value since nabilone differs both pharmacokinetically and pharmacodynamically from THC, and may also have varying downstream effects.
Several neuroimaging studies support an association between brain cholesterol metabolism and ADrelated brain changes which may in turn exacerbate agitation severity. Increased brain hypometabolism, as measured by 18 F-fludeoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission tomography (PET) has been associated with increased severity of cognitive impairment [66] [67] [68] , NPS [69] , and agitation [70, 71] . Interestingly, cholesterol-related genes were found to be associated with hypometabolism in AD-affected brain areas, after controlling for apolipoprotein E4 status, a gene involved in cholesterol transport [72] . This suggests that AD-related changes in brain hypometabolism, are likely associated with changes in brain cholesterol metabolism. However, no studies have investigated the relationship between 18 F-FDG-PET uptake and peripheral 24S-OHC to confirm this relationship. Central cholesterol retention has also been linked to AD-specific biomarker pathologies such as increased amyloid-␤ (A␤) plaques and tauinduced neurofibrillary tangles. An in vitro study reported that cholesterol retention in the AD brain was associated with increased ␤and ␥-secretase, which are enzymes responsible for the breakdown of the amyloid-␤ protein precursor, resulting in an accumulation in A␤ plaques [73] . One study with an AD-rat model reported that cholesterol in the CSF was associated with tau hyperphosphorylation and subsequent memory deficits [74] . Therefore, altered brain cholesterol metabolism may be associated with increased AD pathology. Since evidence from postand antemortem studies support a link between A␤ and tau pathology and agitation in patients with AD [75] , it is possible that altered brain cholesterol metabolism worsens AD pathology, which may in turn be associated with increased agitation severity in patients with AD. However, future studies should investigate this relationship further to provide insight regarding the relationship between brain cholesterol metabolism and AD pathology in agitated patients with AD.
Most literature reporting on the relationship between 24S-OHC and AD report greater levels of 24S-OHC in the periphery of AD patients compared to healthy controls [21] . However, those studies included patients who were of milder AD severity compared to the patients included in our study. Only two studies investigated the relationship between peripheral 24S-OHC and severity of cognitive impairment. Those studies reported lower 24S-OHC levels in patients with moderate-to-severe AD (mean: 20.05 ng/mL) versus mild AD (mean: 23.8 ng/mL) [76] , and in patients with AD (mean: 47.5 ng/mL) versus mild cognitive impairment (51 ng/mL) or subjective cognitive impairment (mean: 58.4 ng/mL) [77] . Though the mean 24S-OHC level of patients in our study (mean: 14.7 ng/mL) was lower than that of Papassotiropoulos et al. [76] and Solomon et al. [77] , our study included patients of much greater AD severity, further supporting a decrease in 24S-OHC levels in the advanced stages of AD.
Interestingly, the association found between 24S-OHC and CMAI IPA scores on the cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses differed from findings with the CMAI total score. This suggests that the IPA criteria may reflect a more biological definition of agitation than what is reflected by the CMAI total score. Specifically, the absence of verbal non-aggressive symptoms (e.g., complaining and negativism) from the CMAI IPA score suggests that those symptoms may not be linked to these underlying neurobiologic changes. Consistent with the IPA definition, this may suggest that those symptoms may be more strongly linked to external factors that can be treated with nonpharmacological interventions [78] . Few studies have investigated differences in the neurobiology and efficacy of pharmacological interventions based on agitation subtype [79] . However, given the relatively recent publication of the IPA criteria, it is anticipated that future studies will investigate subtypes of agitation further, which may strengthen the evidence regarding the neurobiology of agitation, and the differential efficacy of interventions based on type of agitation.
The investigation of biomarkers has been identified as an important area of research by the FDA-NIH Biomarker Work Group (FDA-NIH-BWG), who has defined a number of terms relevant to study endpoints and biomarkers through the Biomarkers, EndpointS, and other Tools (BEST) resource [80] . With respect to this trial, we were able to investigate the diagnostic, prognostic, predictive, and monitoring capacity of 24S-OHC by collecting 24S-OHC and measurements of agitation at the start and end of each phase. Specifically, our cross-sectional analysis at baseline allowed us to investigate 24S-OHC as a diagnostic marker; a marker that can be used to confirm the presence or severity of a symptom. By investigating the association between baseline 24S-OHC and changes in agitation severity, we were able to investigate the predictive and prognostic capacity of 24S-OHC in the nabilone and placebo phases, respectively. Finally, by investigating whether changes in 24S-OHC were associated with changes in agitation severity, we were able to investigate the monitoring capacity of 24S-OHC, providing insight on the biological relationship between 24S-OHC and agitation. In a comprehensive systematic review, our group highlighted the importance of conducting longitudinal studies to investigate the predictive/prognostic and monitoring capacity of biomarkers of agitation as most studies to date have only investigated the diagnostic nature of biomarkers in cross-sectional studies [75] . This study is one of few studies to contribute evidence regarding the neurobiology of agitation on a longitudinal level.
Future studies investigating the relationship between 24S-OHC and agitation and response to nabilone are needed to allow researchers to work towards validating and qualifying this biomarker. In order to validate 24S-OHC for agitation and response, researchers would need to confirm its sensitivity and specificity. This includes incorporating comprehensive analytical assessment methods such as 2 × 2 contingency tables to identify the proportion of false negatives/positives for predicting clinical outcomes with or without drug treatment. Once this marker has been sufficiently validated, investigators may consider submitting this marker for qualification through FDA's Biomarker Qualification Program [80] .
Limitations
Our sample size of 38 limited our ability to investigate the effects of multiple covariates. However, this was a preliminary investigation that has provided the insight necessary to rationalize the need for future studies investigating the relationship between brain cholesterol metabolism and agitation in patients with AD. This study included only patients with moderate-to-severe AD and clinically significant agitation. Therefore, our cross-sectional findings do not provide insight into the diagnostic capacity of 24S-OHC to detect agitation, but rather provide support for 24S-OHC as a marker of agitation severity in patients with AD. Another potential limitation is that the association between 24S-OHC and agitation may actually be due to increasing AD severity. However, there was no significant association between 24S-OHC and sMMSE scores at baseline. Since agitation increases in prevalence and severity with AD progression [81] , it is possible that our findings are due to a combination of agitation and increasing severity of cognitive impairment.
We did not select participants based on degree of brain atrophy, or AD-specific markers such as amyloid-beta plaque or tau burden. Though these measurements would provide a more accurate diagnosis of AD, the collection of these measurements would not be feasible in our elderly and frail patient population as they would not be able to tolerate neuroimaging or lumbar punctures for CSF measurements.
This study focused on 24S-OHC and did not measure other cholesterol metabolites such as 27hydroxycholesterol (27-OHC). As 24S-OHC is brain-derived, and 27-OHC is predominantly peripherally derived, 24S-OHC may better reflect brain cholesterol metabolism. Nevertheless, 27-OHC can cross the blood-brain barrier, which may allow it to impact brain cholesterol homeostasis, membrane fluidity and ECS signaling [21] . However, as 27-OHC levels in the brain are about 10-fold less than that of 24S-OHC [21, 82] , 27-OHC may not have as large of an impact on brain cholesterol homeostasis as 24-OHC. This study did not collect peripheral cholesterols levels, which have been used in previous studies to infer central processes [83] [84] [85] . Unlike 24S-OHC, peripheral cholesterol is more likely to be influenced by diet, physical activity, and medications, all of which may be impacted in aging and AD [86] . Additionally, the blood-brain barrier prevents the transport of cholesterol from the periphery to the brain, and vice versa [87] . Consequently, caution should be used when inferring that peripheral cholesterol levels reflect cholesterol levels in the brain which in turn are associated with other central processes. Cholesterol precursors such as lanosterol, desmosterol, and lathosterol which are both centrally and peripherally located may be of interest when investigating cholesterol metabolism as changes to their levels may reflect altered de novo synthesis, a process known to occur in patients with AD [88, 89] . Although 24S-OHC is the only brain cholesterol metabolite that can be measured in the periphery, an advantage of investigating cholesterol, precursors of cholesterol and other nonbrain derived cholesterol metabolites would include analysis using ratios (e.g., 24S-OHC:cholesterol). This would provide insight regarding whether only brain cholesterol metabolism, or its combination with peripheral cholesterol metabolism are associated with the presence and/or severity of agitation.
Conclusions
Our findings suggest that serum 24S-OHC may be a marker of agitation severity in patients with moderate to severe AD. Though baseline and change in 24S-OHC did not predict response to nabilone, they were both associated with changes in agitation in the placebo phase, supporting a biological association between brain cholesterol metabolism and agitation severity in AD. Preclinical studies with CB compounds are needed to confirm whether CB have the ability modulate CYP46A1 expression and activity through a reduction of neuroinflammation and oxidative stress. Future studies should consider the inclusion of other biomarkers such as markers of AD pathology and other cholesterol metabolites to elucidate whether other biological processes are involved in the association between 24S-OHC and agitation severity. Finally, as this was a preliminary study on the association between 24S-OHC and agitation in patients with AD, future studies with larger sample sizes and which investigate the cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships between 24S-OHC and agitation are needed to confirm our findings and validate the use of 24S-OHC as a diagnostic, predictive, and monitoring marker of agitation severity in AD.
